The Surprising
Solution to Help
Tenants with
Universal Credit:
the Why Factor
How can we minimise risk to authorities and landlords by ensuring customers are best
prepared to manage their finances? We all want for our customers on benefits to be able
to transition efficiently and effectively to Universal Credit.

Insight

To provide the support to make this
work, your interventions will need to
be highly effective – but how is this
achieved?
We have carried out extensive
research with customers all across
England in order to help tackle the
obvious challenge: do customers have
the skills and abilities to take on the
responsibility of Universal Credit?

Co-create

To get the answer, we had to start with
the ‘why’. What are the motives and
beliefs that drive current behaviours?

Engage

In our eyes, those who create, own;
those who own, use; those who use,
change! It’s a fundamental outcome
of our ‘people-shaped’ model.

By using a unique blend of techniques,
we established that the current support
systems for customers transitioning to
Universal Credit are not always fit for
purpose.
Services such as benefits and housing
teams need to be brought together to
offer a cogent, rounded offer that will
prepare your customers to be as
financially resilient as they can be.

Understanding and articulating the risks of
homelessness, rent and council tax arrears is
a solid starting place, but qualitative insight
will get you into your customers’ why factor.
The responsibility of UC payments was
identified as a particular challenge for
customers with mental health and memory
loss issues. These individuals indicated that
they would need additional support to help
them budget effectively.
Not only will you learn a lot about your
customers, but often about yourselves too.

Here’s how we unpacked the ‘why’
Take a look at our blog
To discuss the ‘why’ and its impact, contact Richard Forshaw
on 07540 412 304 or at richard.forshaw@icecreates.com
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